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Abstract: Due to the inherent broadband nature of the
solar radiation, combined with the narrow spectral sensitivity range of direct solar to electricity devices, there
is a massive opportunity to manipulate the solar spectrum to increase the functionality and efficiency of solar energy conversion devices. Spectral splitting or manipulation facilitates the efficient combination of both
high-temperature solar thermal systems, which can absorb over the entire solar spectrum to create heat, and
photovoltaic cells, which only convert a range of wavelengths to electricity. It has only recently been possible,
with the development of nanofabrication techniques, to
integrate micro- and nano-photonic structures as spectrum splitters/manipulators into solar energy conversion
devices. In this paper, we summarize the recent developments in beam splitting techniques, and highlight some
relevant applications including combined PV–thermal collectors and efficient algae production, and suggest paths
for future development in this field.
Keywords: spectral splitting; solar energy; photovoltaics

1 Introduction
Solar radiation or simply sunlight, originates from a large
nuclear fusion reactor located about 150 million kilometres from the Earth. Given the radiation comes from a thermal source, it is broadband, covering a range of wavelengths from ultraviolet through visible to the mid infrared. While the core temperature of the sun is over
10,000,000 K [1], the solar radiation we see emanates from
the opaque photosphere that is at a temperature of approximately 5778 K. Thus, the spectral distribution of radiation
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outside the earth’s atmosphere (extraterrestrial) approximates that of a 5778 K black body, as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Spectral properties of solar radiation outside the earth’s
atmosphere with normalized blackbody spectrum with a peak at
the same wavelength as that for extraterrestrial radiation. The filled
curve is the global air mass 1.5 spectrum on earth. Also plotted on
the right axis is the cumulative solar energy, E0−λ , normalized by
the total solar energy, E0−∞ , and the spectral response of a silicon
photovoltaic cell expressed in [A/W].

Due to absorption and scattering from the earth’s atmosphere, radiation on the earth’s surface (terrestrial) is
limited to between 280 and 4000 nm with various minima due mainly to absorption in water vapor and ozone
(Fig. 1). While the peak intensity is centered in the visible
wavelengths (with approximately 40% of terrestrial solar
radiation in the visible range), over half the total energy is
contained in wavelengths longer than 700 nm, as can be
seen by the cumulative energy curve in Fig. 1.
Solar thermal absorbers can convert the entire spectrum into heat using a broadband-absorbing material. At
the same time, the energy lost via reemission can be minimized by applying a selective surface to the absorber exterior, which has very low emissivity in the infrared region.
However, devices that convert photons into electricity (like
photovoltaic (PV) cells, for example) generally only work
effectively over narrow wavelength bands (see the spectral response of silicon PV in Fig. 1 for example). Further-
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more, photons outside this spectral band, or those lacking
sufficient energy to promote electrons to the conduction
band of the parent materials are thermalized. This heat
generation elevates the temperature of the devices and
consequently decreases their efficiency. This inherent limitation of spectrally selective solar converters presents an
opportunity to manipulate sunlight to either separate the
light spatially based on wavelength (beam splitting), or
to change the wavelength through absorption/reemission
processes (up- or down-conversion) in order to maximize
the exploitation of the solar resource and avoid losses due
to unconverted photons.

2 What is spectral light
management and why is it used?
In this article, we use the phrase “spectral light management” to describe the engineered manipulation of the solar spectrum. Further we subcategorize light management
into (1) spectral beam splitting, which involves manipulating solar irradiation to distribute the light to more than one
absorber/converter based on wavelength, and (2) spectral
modification that involves changing the spectral distribution of solar irradiation using various methods such as upor down-conversion. The concept of beam splitting and the
methodologies used for implementation are provided in
the reviews of Imenes and Mills [2] and Mojiri et al. [3].
While systems that facilitate spectral modification often add cost and complexity to standard solar converters
such as solar parabolic troughs or flat plate PV for example, spectral management allows control of the proportion
of solar energy that is converted into thermal, electric, or
even chemical energy. At the same time, the wavelength
bands delivered to each converter/absorber can be optimized in order to maximize the total conversion efficiency.
It has even recently been argued that photovoltaic/thermal
(PVT) systems employing spectral management (splitting)
can overcome the high cost of electricity storage required
for dispatchable power from PV systems as thermal energy
can be stored very cheaply and efficiently relative to electric storage [4]. A combination of beam splitting and spectral modification can even be used to overcome the traditional PV Shockley-Queisser solar to electricity limit of
around 33%. Integrated micro-/nanophototic beam splitters can send the sunlight to a series of cells in parallel that have a bandgap tuned to the specific wavelength
band [5]. Together with other integrated photonic lighttrapping techniques. Together with other integrated pho-

tonic light trapping techniques, it is postulated that cells
with over 80% efficiency can be made.
In this paper we present a broad overview of the spectral light management for renewable energy generation.
Instead of being an exhaustive representation of the literature, we provide a summary of the existing technologies,
at the same time drawing on our own experience to offer
suggestions for potential spectral management opportunities and applications. We divide this review into the two
broad categories, as previously mentioned: spectral splitting and spectral modification. We also have a section on
recent applications employing these techniques that have,
at least, been built as an experimental prototype. Finally
we discuss directions the field is moving in.

3 Spectral splitting methods
3.1 Wave interference filters
Wave interference (also called dichroic) filters use the principal of light interference to selectively transmit or reflect
particular wavelengths of light. They are generally made of
alternating layers of materials creating step changes in the
refractive index (in film structures, see Fig. 2a) or continuously varying refractive index layers (in rugate structure).
Depending on the number of layers deposited, the accuracy of their optical thicknesses, and low absorption, a
large flexibility in optical filtration is achievable. The production method of these filters is mainly physical or chemical vapor deposition (PVD or CVD) in a vacuum. Interference filters are a mature technology in spectral light management and the theory behind them is well developed [6].
Currently there are a number of commercial products utilizing wave interference filtering for spectral splitting applications. Needle optimization is a common method to
design multilayer dichroic filters [7, 8]. In this method,
the filter design starts with a simple initial configuration
such as 0.5L(0.5LH0.5L)n 0.5L in which L and H are quarter wavelength optical thickness of low and high refractive index materials respectively, and n is an integer number representing repeating stacks. Then a numerical optimization method varies the thickness of each individual
layer to meet a transmission/reflection target by minimizing a merit function. The next cycle of needle optimization
starts with adding a new layer to the stack and repeating
the thickness optimization. To date, to analytical method
to uniquely design such filters has been developed and the
result of needle optimization can vary with different initial
stacks.
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Figure 2: Schematic of thin film dichroic mirrors made of n layers [3]. (b) Implementing dichroic mirrors close to the focal region of solar
concentrators under concentrated light [25]. (c) The spectral reflectance of commercially available 3M cool mirror film designed for Si PV
cells at 8∘ and 60∘ angle of incidence [22]. (d) Spectrally splitting hybrid PVT configuration using polymer reflective films based on the
design introduced by Vincenzi et al. [24].

For accurate spectral splitting, especially in band pass
filters, a large number of layers are required. This can consequently increase the cost and complexity of the filter production [9]. The accuracy in the spectral response of the
filter is generally compromised with its cost. The sensitivity of the whole system should also be evaluated against
the spectral splitting metrics [10]. It is not always beneficial to add the extra optical components required for spectral splitting as insufficient accuracy can eliminate any expected efficiency gains over a standard system. The total
efficiency of the system can drop below the efficiency of a
high-performance PV cell exposed to the full spectrum. For
example, Needleman et al. [11] recently showed that for a
Si/Cu2 O PV configuration, a variation of more than 10% in
the design wavelength band of a dichroic filter meant that
a Si cell only will outperform the spectral splitting multijunction cell.
In hybrid PV-T systems, the issue is less significant
since the thermal receiver is normally insensitive to the
spectral band in the solar spectrum range. However, any
inaccuracy in the filter cutoff wavelength close to the band

gap of the cell can direct sub-bandgap photons to the
PV cells. These photons can’t ionize the semiconductor in
the PV cell. Hence all the photon energy will dissipate as
heat. Such inaccuracies can rise due to several factors such
as inherent filter design approximation (due to compromise between number of layers and performance), fabrication tolerances, incident angle dependency and thermal
effects, etc.
The applicability of wave interference filters for solar
energy conversion is questionable. Although they might
be suitable for point focusing systems [12–16], they have
only recently been deployed in linear concentrators (see
Section 5.2). Such linear concentrators (Fig. 2(b)) generate
lower concentration levels on the filter and the receiver.
Considering the cost of manufacturing such filters, it is
highly desired to apply them under the maximum concentration that doesn’t damage them. The possibility of employing them in ground-based hybrid systems such as central receivers has been investigated in [17, 18].
A limitation of dichroic filters is their sensitivity to the
angle of incidence. Theses filters are designed to match
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a transmission–reflection target under a collimated beam
of incident light, while in concentrating systems, especially low-profile ones with small f -number, a wide angle
cone of light is generated. The light rays with angles deviated from the design angle have a blueshifted transmission/reflection curve [19, 20]. The sensitivity of the system
performance to this parameter is of primary importance,
whether it is a hybrid or multijunction PV receiver.
These filters are generally fabricated from nonabsorbing materials such as metal oxides. However, even a small
amount of optical absorption can be problematic under
high levels of illumination, such as that present in dish
concentrators or central receivers (well over 1000 times).
For example, TiO2 [17] or Si in amorphous SiN [21] show
strong absorption in the short wavelength UV region. Minimizing UV absorption in a multilayer structure may compromise the refractive index contrast between them.
A high refractive index contrast between the materials in thin film filters help to reduce the number of layers
and the filter thickness, which consequently may reduce
the cost and improve filter durability. For example, the
refractive index contrast of SiO2 /TiO2 pair is 1.46/2.7 [6],
which is higher than 1.46/2.16 refractive index contrast of
SiO2/Ta2 O5 , which has less absorption in the UV region.
In order to overcome the high cost associated with
wave interference filters, polymer-based spectrally selective reflective films can be applied, provided a suitable
optical configuration of the whole system is designed.
In 2011, 3M introduced the Cool Mirror Film 330 [22],
which at approximately $20/m2 [23] (Fig. 3(c)) is less expensive than traditional dichroic mirrors (in the order of
$1000/m2 ). Although this reflective film is very durable
under UV exposure, it is not a suitable material to be used
under concentrated light due to its inability to withstand
high temperatures.
A possible approach that benefits such reflectors is the
design introduced by Vincenzi et al. [24]. They suggested
using two dish concentrators overlapping each other; one
of them is just slightly tilted to have a focal point spatially
separated from the focal point of the first dish. The inner
dish is covered with a spectrally selective reflective mirror, which is subject to one sun radiation only. The mirror behind it reflects all the light transmitting through the
inner mirror onto the second focal point. A similar combination may be suitable for hybrid receivers in point focusing and linear concentrators (see Fig. 2(d)). For example, a
normal parabolic trough overlapped by another transparent parabolic element covered by spectrally selective film
that is slightly tilted can focus different spectral bands of
the light on two different focal lines. However, in singleaxis trackers, the incidence angle on the main mirror can

vary significantly either seasonally or daily and reflective
films such as the one introduced above show a significant
blue shift due to angle of incidence variation.

3.2 Diffractive grating modules
Diffractive optical elements (DOEs) are principally based
on light diffraction by surface relief or volume-phase gratings. For example, a surface with a series of parallel slits
steers the light into different directions determined by the
size of the slits, wavelength of the light, and angle of incidence (AOI) of the ray. These elements are capable of carrying out the concentration and spectral beam splitting processes concurrently (Fig. 3(a)). By carefully designing the
grating structure, different spectral bands of the impinging light can be directed and focused onto spatially separate focal lines (Fig. 3(b)) or points [26].
Surface relief grating elements can be fabricated by
lithography, which provides a promising option for costeffective large area production [27]. They can be designed
in two-dimensions to act as a point-focusing system but
would require two-axis tracking. One-dimensional DOEs
can also be equipped with a secondary concentrator such
as a CPC to achieve two-dimensional concentration or at
least add a degree of concentration in the orthogonal direction (Fig. 3(c)). However, since DOEs are sensitive to the angle of incidence, they should be preferably located prior to
the optical concentrator. In such a design, the collimated
light reaches the DOE first and is spectrally split and concentrated in one dimension (similar to linear concentrators). The one dimensionally concentrated light beams can
be concentrated further in the orthogonal direction by secondary concentrators such as CPCs [28].
By designing the DOE with respect to the angular and
spatial distribution of light at the focal region of concentrators, the DOE might be applied after the concentrator
under concentrated light, which results in reducing the
DOE area required (Fig. 3(d)). In such a case, the spatial
and angular profile of the concentrated light on the DOE
close to the focal region of the primary solar concentrator should be determined. Yao et al. [29] showed the possibility of using multilayer subwavelength diffractive elements at the focal region of solar concentrators. The subwavelength nature of these elements allows the spectral
band of the sunlight within the reflection band of the DOE
to be reflected while the rest of the spectrum transmits to
the next layer with minimal attenuation. Such multilayer
structures can cover most of the solar spectrum using simple DOEs as its layers. By adjusting the diffraction angle
of the elements, spectral subbands of the light are concen-
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Figure 3: (a) A point-focusing DOE for lateral multijunction PV receiver [27]. (b) A one-dimensional DOE [27]. (c) One-dimensional DOE accompanied with a CPC as a secondary concentrator [28]. (d) Applying DOE close to the focal region of a linear or dish concentrator under
concentrated wide angle illumination [29].

trated on spatially separated focal points. Kim et al. [30]
showed theoretically that, for three specific wavelengths
of 405, 532, and 633 nm, the diffraction efficiency can be
over 90%. However, these represent only a very small proportion of the solar spectrum. Thus, considering the entire solar spectrum means that even using the complex microfabrication required for the DOEs, the optical efficiency
will be very low.
Overall the published work on DOEs has focused on
proof-of-concept simulations and measurements, without
any practical-scale outdoor implementations, but we expect the cost effectiveness of this technique to be low.

3.3 Refractive methods
Unlike diffractive elements, refractive devices operate
based on the spectral-dependent refractive properties,
that is, dispersion characteristics, of transparent materials. In such devices, collimated light is refracted through
a set of prisms that are arranged in a specific geometrical configuration. The arrangement should be in such a
way that it concentrates the refracted light onto a focal
line or point [31] (Fig. 4a). By choosing a refractive mate-

rial with suitable dispersion properties, different spectral
bands can be directed towards spatially separated focal regions [32, 33] (Fig. 4b).
The surface quality of refractive elements should be
high enough to prevent light scattering, which is readily
achievable using diamond machining of the moulds or the
optical material itself [34]. Injection molding with highquality molds is a promising option for large-scale lowcost production. The separated spectral bands in these refractors may show an overlap leading to efficiency losses.
Stephancich et al. [35] suggested a two-dimensional
concentrator that uses an array of prisms with varying
apex angle on a curvilinear configuration. In order to
achieve a spectral separation effect, they proposed using
polycarbonate as the lens material, which has a high level
of transmittance in the 400–1300 nm range. Polycarbonate
has a high chromatic dispersion coefficient, which helps to
separate different spectral bands of light and focus them
on separate regions. By tuning the geometry of the lens,
suitable spectral splitting can be achieved for PV receivers.
They recently [36] considered the same concept for a pointfocusing configuration by tilting one face of the prisms to
add another dimension to the concentration effect.
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Figure 4: Refractive approach in light management [31]: (a) a refractive-waveguide concentrator. (b) A refractive concentrator/spectral separator [33].

Figure 5: Spectral light management using a LSC: (a) Luminescent solar concentrator absorbing and then isotropically emitting down
shifted photons within a waveguide. (b) Example of a very large Stokes shift using doped nanocrystals in an LSC [38].

The potential of this method is not limited to PV receivers. The linear two-dimensional lens can be also applied for hybrid receivers. The fabricated two-dimensional
lens presented the capability to concentrate light but a significant level of spectral overlap was observed.

3.4 Luminescent solar concentrators
A luminescent solar concentrator (LSC) is comprised of
a waveguide that is either coated with or has embedded
within it fluorescent molecules known as fluorophores
(Fig. 5a). Fluorophores such as quantum dots [35] or organic dyes [36] absorb photons from a wide acceptance
angle and then isotropically emit them within the waveguide. If the photons are emitted outside of the escape cone
of the waveguide, they will propagate via total internal reflection to the edges where they can be converted to electricity via solar cells. Geometric concentration of light occurs due the edges of the waveguide having a smaller area

than the large face that receives solar radiation. The main
application of LSCs is considered to be for use in building
integrated designs where colored plastics can be used in
building facades or windows that can generate their own
electricity.
One of the main advantages of LSCs is that they do
not require a tracking mechanism due to their large acceptance angle. Additionally, they are able to collect diffuse radiation as the process of down-converting light is
a quantum mechanical one and is not constrained by geometrical optics limits. To date, no LSC device has been
successfully commercialized for solar energy applications
due to significant loss mechanisms (described below) and
the highest reported power conversion efficiency has remained at 7.1% for several years [37]. However, there is still
significant potential for this idea to be applied for spectral
splitting receivers.
Factors that contribute to a low optical efficiency of an
LSC device are as follows [37]:
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• Low-absorption efficiency of luminescent material
with respect to its received spectrum (dye particles
only absorb a small part of the solar spectrum).
• Self-absorption losses related to the Stokes shift (difference between absorption and emission spectrum)
are large.
• Not all absorbed photons are emitted radiatively resulting in a quantum yield < 1.
• Losses due to scattering and absorption of the
waveguide material.
• Nonperfect total internal reflection due to surface
defects of waveguide material.
• Reflection losses at the waveguide/air boundary.
An ideal LSC would have a large absorption band and
a minimally overlapping redshifted emission band that
could be tuned to match the spectral response of a receiver. Recently it has been showed that Mn2+ -doped ZnSe
nanocrystals can work as phosphors that show no luminescence reabsorption for use in LSCs [38] (Fig. 5b). Future work could involve combining one type of LSC with
another one with a different absorption spectrum in which
different bands of light could be collected and directed to
various receivers, such as PV or even thermal.

3.5 PV-assisted natural spectral splitting
We use the term PV-assisted natural spectral splitting to refer to the idea of applying the intrinsic properties of PV cell
semiconductor materials as the quantum converter and
spectral splitter simultaneously. In this method, the PV
cell equipped with a back reflector is exposed to the sunlight, either concentrated or nonconcentrated [39] (Fig. 6).
The spectral band within the absorption region of the PV
semiconductor material is naturally absorbed and converted into electricity by the cell. The remainder of the
spectrum transmits through the cell and is reflected by
the back reflector towards an adjacent complementary receiver, i.e. another PV cell with a narrower band gap or a
thermal receiver.
Barber et al. [40] proposed one of the first systems
that uses PV cells in the mirror structure of a concentrator,
by using TiO2 dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC) covered by
dichroic filters as concentrating mirrors of a Fresnel structure (see Fig. 6a and 6b). The incident light on these reflector elements is partially reflected to a Si cell at the focal line
of the system. Since the DSSC cell used in this design suffers from low transmission beyond its band gap, instead of
a back reflector, a dichroic mirror in front of the TiO2 DSSC
was used. By employing a more suitable cell that has a
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higher transmission in subband gap wavelengths, the necessity for the dichroic mirror can be eliminated.
More expensive highly efficient cells such as GaAs
have also been considered for natural spectral splitting.
However, their applicability may remain limited to designs
such as the one presented in Fig. 6(c) and 6(d). In such
a configuration, the secondary concentrator can be made
of a mid-band-gap cell such as GaAs to act as the spectral
splitter and to reflect toward a thermal receiver [41]. Since
the cells are located at the focal region, they will not collect the diffuse irradiation and the system will not operate
under cloudy condition. Further details of this design are
discussed in Section 5.2.
An alternative is to deposit PV cell on the main concentrating mirror to allow the system to also collect and
convert the diffuse light. Recently, Zhengshun et al. [42]
theoretically studied this concept by investigating a hypothetical parabolic mirror made of Cd0.5 Zn0.5 Te for a PV–
PV and PV–T receiver. The cells formed a curved structure
to accommodate the necessary parabolic shape for linear
concentrators. In case of using thin-film cells, the semiconductor material can be deposited on surfaces such as a
curved glass or existing parabolic mirrors. SLIVER silicon
cells [43] due to their structural flexibility could be used as
the cover of the concentrating surface.
Cells made of CdTe alloys with Mg, Zn, or Mn can have
a band gap in the range of 1.48 to 3.5 eV and are suitable candidates for covering the main mirror in parabolic
troughs. They can be covered with a dichroic reflector,
preferably low-cost polymer films, without a back reflector. In that case, the light suitable for the low-cost PV can
transmit though the film to the cells and the remainder of
the spectrum can be reflected to the thermal receiver or
secondary more expensive PV material at the focal region
of the concentrator.
The important advantage of such PV-assisted concentrators is their capability to collect the diffuse component
of the sunlight which is mostly missed in traditional concentrators. About 80% of the AM1.5 diffuse component is
in the 300–800 nm range, which can be collected effectively by such high band gap cells. More research is required to identify suitable low-cost high band gap solar
cells for this purpose [44].
A combination of these two methods (main mirror covered by low-cost high band gap cells and a secondary concentrator made of mid band gap cell such as GaAs) is
also envisioned to overcome this drawback, and benefit
from spectral splitting. The diffuse component of the light
can then be collected by the cell on the primary mirror.
The beam component can be reflected to the secondary
concentrator to generate more electricity, while the sub-
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Figure 6: (a) Using PV cells in the structure of concentrating mirrors, the cell is covered with a dichroic reflector, adapted from Barber et
al. [40] (DSSC: Dye Sensitised Solar Cell), (b) The spectral transmission of the dichroic reflector in Fig. 6(a), adapted from Barber et al. [40],
(c) Using GaAs thin film PV cells in front of a secondary reflector in a concentrating hybrid PV-T system (BR: back reflector), adapted from
Winston et al. [41], (d) The reflectance of the back reflector GaAs cell used in Fig. 6(c), adapted from Winston et al. [41], (e) Using low cost
thin film PV cell as a coating of linear concentrators [23].

band gap wavelengths end up being absorbed by a hightemperature thermal receiver. To the best of our knowledge, such systems haven’t been studied or tested yet.

3.6 Emerging spectral splitting methods
Nanofluids have significant potential in spectrally splitting hybrid receivers as they can simultaneously operate as
the heat transfer fluid and the spectral splitting device [45].
These filters can be made of a sustainable suspension of
one or more nanoparticle materials in liquids such as synthetic oil, water, and glycols for direct absorption of the
sunlight [46]. Depending on their geometry, size, and ma-

terials, nanoparticles can show plasmonic absorption in
certain spectral bands. The base liquids also can be selected to absorb long wavelengths with a cut-off in near IR
range [47, 48]. Although this is a promising option, more
research is required to address some challenges such as
the following:
• Producing nanoparticles with a tight size distribution at low cost; size variation leads to absorption wavelength variations smoothing the transition
from transmitting to absorbing state.
• Fabricating small core shell sizes (less than
50 nm) [48].
• Creating stable suspensions without particle conglomeration [48].
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Figure 7: Nanofluid-based spectral beam splitting in hybrid PV-T
receivers.

• Designing transparent thermal insulation for the
aperture of volumetric receivers to suppress heat
loss.
• Creating stable nanoparticle optical properties at
higher temperatures; thermalization of the nanoparticles changes their geometry, aspect ratio or shell
size, which consequently alters their optical properties [49].
• Finding suitable fluid conduits or coating that suppress IR radiation loss (akin to a selective surface).
Recently, Crisostomo et al. [50] reported outdoor measurement results of a spectral splitting linear hybrid receiver based on silver/silica core shell nanodiscs suspended in water. The < 5 nm silica shell of the particles
is expected to prevent thermal and UV degradation. This
nanofluid shows a strong absorption in short wavelengths
below 700 nm. The size variation of the nanoparticles from
the nominal values reduced the sharpness of the filter cutoff. The base liquid, water, has a strong absorption in IR
range and the resultant nanofluid presents a band pass filter with a window of about 700–1100 nm range.
Suitable strong absorption by nanoparticles in the
IR range together with high transmission in short wavelengths (e.g., for GaAs cells) is difficult to achieve by spherical particles. Nanorods with tunable aspect ratios and triangular nanoplates with tunable thickness and diameter
can be used in such cases [49].
Reaching high temperatures with water-based
nanofluids in direct absorption receivers is challenging.
More research and engineering work is required to design
transparent receivers that can be pressurized effectively
to prevent boiling. Another option to overcome the boiling problem is replacing water with a low-vapor pressure
liquid. The heat transfer, electrical, chemical, and optical
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properties of a number of different liquids have been examined for this purpose [51]. However, although there is
extensive knowledge about the thermal properties of these
liquids, in general, no adequate information is available
about their optical properties.
Glycols such as propylene glycol and ethylene glycol
have suitable IR absorption [47], which is due to the O–
H bond in their molecular structure. Their boiling points
are less than 197∘ C and 188∘ C respectively. By switching
to other liquids such as mineral and silicon oil, the IR absorption vanishes [52], which is not suitable for most solar cells including Si. However, enhancing IR absorption
in such liquids using nanoparticles may improve their applicability for hybrid PV-T receivers.
Two-dimensional materials such as transition metal
dichalcogenides (TMDCs) are also being considered for
selective light absorption due to their band gap tunability [53]. These materials have a formula of MX2 where M is
a transition metal from group IV, V, or VI and X is a chalcogen (S, Se, or Te). By changing the number of layers or introducing interlayer dopants, the band gap of these materials vary. For example, monolayer MoS2 shows a band
gap energy of 1.82 eV, which reduces to 1.65 and 1.35 eV in
two-layered and three-layered structures [54]. By producing nanofluids based on such materials, more options for
optical tunablity may be achieved.

4 Spectral modification for
improved solar conversion
eflciency
Spectral modification is the process of altering the spectral distribution of sunlight in order to better match the
spectral sensitivity of the desired absorber/converter. For
many years, spectral modification has been an area of research for the photovoltaics community, as it offers possible means of addressing the largest barrier to the improvement of solar cell efficiency; the spectral mismatch
between the energy distribution of sunlight and the band
gap of a semiconductor material [55, 56]. Photons with energies greater than the band gap (e.g. 1.12 eV for silicon)
carry excess energy, which is dissipated as heat, whereas
photons with energies below the band gap have insufficient energy to create electron–hole pairs and are not absorbed. Spectral modification offers a method for shifting
the spectral content of the incident sunlight so that more
photons with energy matching the band gap are directed
onto the cells [57].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: (a) Photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) utilized by plants for growth together with the terrestrial AM1.5 solar spectrum. (b)
Absorption spectra of chlorophyll a and b.

More recently, spectral modification has also shown
promise as an effective method of augmenting photosynthetic biomass production. Microalgae are a highly efficient renewable source of biomass fuel [58–61] as well as
other high-value biochemical components such as natural colorants, polyunsaturated fatty acids, proteins, and
polysaccharides [62–64]. It has a number of a advantages
over traditional biofuel feedstock including; extremely
fast growth rates [65], adaptability to a variety of environmental conditions, high-energy yield density, and they
do not necessitate the use of agricultural land [66]. Microalgae also present an opportunity to sequester significant quantities of atmospheric carbon dioxide or remove
it from industrial flue gas via biofixation [67, 68]. However, as with all photoautotrophic plants the properties of
the light source, such as the spectral power distribution
and intensity, impact the growth of microalgae. While the
solar spectrum at sea level covers the range from 280 to
4000 nm (Fig. 9), only the photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) between 400 and 740 nm (approximately 48%
of the available solar energy) can be utilized for photosynthesis [69, 70]. Light outside of this range gets thermalized
in the plant cells and inhibits growth.
The efficiency of algal growth depends on the spectral
absorption of chlorophyll, the green pigment found within
the chloroplasts of cyanobacteria and algae. Chlorophyll
has absorption peaks around the blue and red region of
the spectrum (Fig. 9) and is a poor absorber of green light,
hence the green color of plants. Additionally, the highenergy photons in the UV region (280 to 400 nm) have

been shown to cause photosynthetic damage and photoinhibition [71–77]. For these reasons, there is great interest in modification of the spectrum in which microalgae
is grown, converting light from outside the PAR region to
within (ideally to either the red or the blue region), in order
to maximize the production of biomass.
The predominant methods of spectral modification
involve optical elements to alter the light spectrum and
include down-conversion (DC), photoluminescence (PL),
and up-conversion (UC). Both DC and PL convert the
high-energy part of the solar spectrum (350–550 nm) into
lower energy longer wavelength photons (typically 500–
1000 nm). They are similar processes, which are differentiated by their emission processes and resulting quantum
efficiency. Typically a transparent host material is doped
with one or more active ions. Absorption of incident photons (either within the host material, or the ions themselves) creates an electron–hole pair. In the case of PL, relaxation from the excited state first involves nonradiative
phonon emission followed by radiative emission, leading
to the emission of photons with lower energy. Whereas for
DC, the relaxation process is a two-step radiative process
leading to the emission of two or more low-energy photons [78], as such PL always has a quantum efficiency (QE)
(defined as the number of photons emitted per incident
photon absorbed) ≤ 1, whereas for DC the QE can exceed 1.
Up-conversion, on the other hand, involves the sequential
absorption of two or more low-energy excitation photons,
followed by the radiative emission of a single high-energy
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Figure 9: Schematic representation of spectral modification techniques, adapted from [78] (a) Photoluminescence (PL): involving the nonradiative relaxation via phonon emission, corresponding to the loss of excess energy (b) Down-conversion (DC): a two-step emission process allowing more than one photon to be generated for each excitation photon. (c) Up-conversion (UC): a sequential absorption process
whereby multiple low-energy excitation photons result in the radiative emission of a single high-energy photon.

Figure 10: (a) Flat panel algal bioreactor with PL back-side converter
coated with red-emitting phosphor Ca0.59 Sr0.40 Eu0.01 S. (b) Both
CO2 -to-biomass conversion and oxygen production rate were shown
to be increased by shifting the light [88].

photon [79]. These processes are shown schematically in
Fig. 9.

4.1 Photoluminescence (PL)
In solar cells, PL allows light to be shifted to an energy
range more closely matched to the spectral response peak
of the semiconductor (see Fig. 1). PL can also be used
to enhance photosynthetic growth by shifting UV light
into the PAR region, ideally into the blue region to match
the absorption spike of chlorophyll, where it can be efficiently photosynthesized. Typically PL photon converters or luminescent down-shifters are fabricated by doping
highly transparent polymers (e.g., polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) or polyvinyl acetate (PVA)) with luminescent
dyes [80–83], semiconductor quantum dots [63, 84, 85],
or silicon nanocrystals [86]. The luminescent particles exhibit a Stokes shift, absorbing short wavelength radiation
and emitting longer wavelengths. These converters are

then placed in front of the solar cells, allowing the downshifted photons to reach the cells and minimizing recombination losses at or near the cell surface. The absorption
and emission spectra of quantum dots can be somewhat
tuned according to the size of the particles. Van Sark et
al. [84] simulated the performance improvement of multicrystalline silicon cells with a PL photon converter containing CdSe quantum dots with center emission wavelengths of 603 nm and calculated an increase in shortcircuit current of nearly 10%. This low-cost adaptation
has been shown to considerably improve the spectral response at high energies [86], increase the short-circuit current density [83], and result in improvements of cell efficiency of around 0.4–2% in absolute terms [86, 87].
Similarly, PL converters are used as the front surface
of microalgae photobioreactors (PBRs), downs-shifting
UV light before it reaches the algae. However, they can
also serve as back reflectors absorbing light that passes
through the reactor and emitting PAR radiation [88] (see
Fig. 10).
Under broad spectrum illumination, the optimal emission spectra of the dye to achieve enhanced growth rates is
dependent on the algal pigments present [89, 90]. A number of studies using photoluminescence to shift UV light
into the PAR region have demonstrated improvements in
growth rates [91], and up to 10% increase in biomass productivity [92, 93]. Additionally by absorbing the UV spectra before it reaches the algae, it prevents this damaging
light from reaching the algae. Photoluminescence phosphor has also been used [88] to shift the green component
of the incident sunlight into red light to better match the
quantum yield peak of the chlorophyll, improving the energy harvesting potential of algal beds by more than 20%.
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4.2 Down-conversion (DC)
DC, also called quantum cutting, is achieved by doping divalent or trivalent lanthanide (rare earth metal) ions into
transparent host materials [94–96]. These ions have abundant excited states, a virtue of their atomic structure, allowing them to absorb and emit photons across the light
spectrum from UV to IR [97, 98]. DC can reduce the thermalization losses in PV cells associated with the absorption of high-energy photons, increasing the photocurrent
of the device [55]. While in principle the utilization of this
wasted energy can considerably increase the working efficiency of solar cells (from a theoretically limit of 30.9%
to 39.63% [99]), losses from concentration quenching [94]
render this limit difficult to achieve.
DC has been experimentally demonstrated in a range
of materials doped with lanthanide ions such as Pr3+ ,
Eu3+ , Er3+ , or Gd3+ (see the review of Strümpel et al. [78]),
but largely these have been unsuitable for terrestrial solar applications as the excitation photon wavelengths were
below the lower end of the solar spectrum. A number of
DC materials have been developed which utilize cooperative energy transfer between co-doped lanthanides, capable of UV excitation and near-infrared emission (see for
example [95, 96, 100, 101]) making them potentially applicable for efficiency improvements in silicon PV cells.
Whilst these materials exhibit QEs approaching 200% and
offer great potential, they are often in powdered form and
will require further development before finding use in realworld solar applications.
However, DC has been experimentally demonstrated
as an effective enhancement for photosynthetic growth Xia
et al. [102] demonstrated that divalent europium (Eu2+ )doped calcium strontium sulfide phospur was highly effective as DC reflector – absorbing the incident green light
(450–580 nm) and reemitting red light (~650 nm centered).
This resulted in a 25% enhancement in the CO2 assimilation rate when compared to a nontreated reflector. Lian et
al. [103] created what they termed a dual-excitation dualemission (DE2 ) phosphor for enhanced sunlight utilization in agricultural plants by codoping with two different rare earth activator cations (Cu+ and Eu2+ ). One of the
dopants absorbed UV light and emitted blue light, while
the other dopant absorbed green light and emitted red
light.
A challenge with these dual emission materials is
maintaining a suitably large Stokes shift to ensure high
quantum efficiency and prevent fluorescent quenching.
This problem was addressed successfully by Chen et
al. [97, 98] who achieved dual emission in the blue and
red regions, targeted to the chlorophyll absorption spectra.

Divalent and trivalent europium dopants (Eu2+ and Eu3+ ),
which both absorb UV light and emit blue and red light
respectively, were spatially separated by keeping the Eu3+
ions in a precipitated nanophase and the Eu2+ ions in the
bulk glass matrix.

4.3 Up-conversion (UC)
UC can also be used to modify the incident solar spectrum
to better match the absorption spectra of the desired target, be that algae or PV cells. Like down-conversion, commonly nanoparticles of rare-earth materials are used to
dope a host material [104–107]. Mechanisms to achieve
UC luminescence include sequential absorption within
a single-doped ion, and various forms of energy transfer from excited state neighboring ions to drive a singlephoton emission [108]. There has been a great deal of research activity on applying UC to address the subbandgap
energy losses and improve solar cell efficiency (see for example [109–111]). Although various material combinations
have experimentally demonstrated UC under laboratory
conditions, external QE remain of the order of 1–2% while
so far there has been no reported increase in cell efficiency
under AM1.5 solar conditions [112]. Significant progress is
still needed before UC will find application in commercial
solar cells or for photosynthetic biomass enhancement.
While each of the spectral modification techniques
can enhance the utilization of the solar resource as isolated solutions, hybridized systems also offer opportunities for utilizing the different band of the spectrum and can
offer higher total energy conversion efficiency.

5 Recent applications using
spectral management for hybrid
solar energy devices
5.1 Bioreactors
Despite attempts to maximize the photosynthetic efficiency of algae bioreactors using spectral modification, a
significant limitation on large-scale production of biofuels from micro-algae remains the low efficiency of sunlight conversion. Hybrid spectral splitting systems, which
offer an additional energy output, provide a potential
solution to this problem. As a method of improving
the photoconversion efficiency of microalgal bioreactors,
Sforza et al. [113] proposed an integrated photovoltaic–
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Figure 11: Various spectral splitting systems proposed by Vorndran et al. [114]: (a) Holographic optical element (HOE) across the aperture
of a parabolic trough concentrator to selectively redirecting light to either a thermal absorber or PV cells, (b) HOE above flat-plate PV cells,
with selective redirection of light to an algae bioreactor, (c) HOE selectively distributing light to different band-gap flat plate PV cells, and
(d) HOE selectively distributing light to flat plate PV cells and a tubular algae bioreactor.

photobioreactor system. Their design placed amorphous
silicon solar cells, with a measured efficiency of 5%, over
one-third of the frontal area of the polycarbonate PBR.
In addition to the generation of power, the cells provided
shading to the algae, which helped to prevent photosaturation. At high irradiances, the presence of the cells was
shown to result in superior growth grates compared to
that of the control system for batch operation with negligible difference for continuous operation. Furthermore,
the overall energy conversion of the system can be substantially increased with very little impact on the microalgae cultivation yield. A rather novel hybrid beam splitting
system was suggested by Vorndran et al. [114] who simulated the use of holographic diffraction to split the incident sunlight between different receivers. A range of alternative receiver pairings were proposed featuring photovoltaic/thermal (PVT) hybrid and photovoltaic/algae biofuel (PVB) systems (Fig. 11). The authors report optical efficiencies as high as 93% for the PVT system and a 2.4× boost

in the energy return on investment figures for the PVB design. While no experimental results are presented, the simulated performances, particularly of the PVB system, suggest alternative spectral splitting hybrid systems present
great opportunities for more complete solar spectrum utilization.
Ooms et al. [115] incorporated a wavelength-selective
plasmonic resonator to preferentially reflect red light back
into a photobioreactor. Constructed from a square lattice
array of gold nanodiscs on a glass substrate, the reflector increased the growth rate by 6.5% compared to an untreated PBR. While this was a smaller reduction than a
broadband reflector, the plasmonic reflector also transmitted significant amounts of light. As the authors suggest,
this opens the door for potential hybridized systems that
utilize the transmitted light. This could include successive
layers of algae with different absorption spectra or photovoltaics.
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Other considerably more complex systems incorporating spectral splitting for maximized solar energy utilization have also been proposed, such as those by Li
et al. [116]. However, in these cases, it is questionable
whether the additional capital cost of spectral splitting is
offset by improved performance.

5.2 Beam Splitting for PVT
Over the past few years, a number of research groups have
been active in the area of spectral modification for hybrid solar energy conversion. However, the published literature has been largely dominated by proposed designs
and simulated performance results with very few experimental studies of working prototypes. Kandilli [117] presented a dish concentrating hybrid PVT system utilizing
interference filtering to split the spectrum. The dubious
optics of their design, including using the dichroic filter
to reflect point focused sunlight onto a linear thermal receiver, lead to a system energy efficiency of only 7.3%. Recently, Raush [118] reported field testing results of a beam
splitting hybrid PVT system for linear concentrators. This
retro-fit system was installed onto parabolic trough concentrators in such a way that band-stop dichroic filters partially intercepted (29%) the light from the primary mirror,
allowing the remaining fraction (71%) to strike the original thermal receiver un-filtered. Wavelengths between 500
and 1000 nm were reflected onto vertical multijunction
PV cells at the base of the trough, while wavelengths outside this range passed through the filter to the thermal absorber. With the spectral splitting receiver installed over a
4 m span of the 36 m long trough concentrator, the authors
extrapolated their measured performance data to estimate
an increase in efficiency of between 2.5% and 3.2% compared to the thermal-only system when installed over the
entire length.
A similar dichroic-filter spectrum splitting system designed to be retrofit to existing parabolic trough CSP plants
was proposed by Orosz et al. [119]. Their results indicated
the aggregate output for a 240 MW plant could be increased by 10.7% at a predicted cost of around $0.9 per
watt for each additional net watt, which they argue compares favorably with greenfield PV power plant installations.
Recent PVT receiver designs sought to utilize liquid filters to achieve the spectral splitting, with a semitransparent heat transfer fluid used to absorb the wavelengths of light outside of the spectral response region
of monocrystalline silicon cells [120]. However, as mentioned in Section 3.6, finding a liquid, which exhibits ideal

band pass characteristics for use with photovoltaic cells,
is extremely difficult. An et al. [121] experimentally demonstrated the use of nanofluids to filter concentrated sunlight
before transmission to silicon PV cells. However, as the
absorption spectra of their nanofluid extended from 200
to 1400 nm, overlapping the spectral response of the Si
cells, the performance of the cells was observed to be inversely proportional to the solution concentration. Rather
than utilizing the spectral range not suitable for silicon
cells (i.e. λ > λ Eg ), the significant overlap of the absorbed and transmitted spectra resulted in a compromise
between the performance of the electrical and thermal energy streams. As such, this is a poor example of spectral
splitting, and represents some of the challenges encountered with nanofluid filters.
Early beam splitting PVT designs explored the use of
dichroic mirrors in conjunction with semitransparent liquid filters to spectrally split the incident sunlight and direct an optimized spectral band to silicon PV cells [122,
123]. While demonstrating the potential to achieve effective splitting, the sharpness of the spectral cut-off performance of the dichroic filters is, to a degree, proportional
to the number of constituent layers. The requirement for
a high number of layers for acceptable performance lead
to considerable increase in the material costs of the spectral splitting filter for linear receivers. As such, attention
was placed on the development of designs, which could
achieve efficient spectral splitting at reduced cost. One
proposed alternative uses a combination of selective absorption by semiconductor-doped glass solid-state filters
and volumetric filtering by a selective thermal fluid [123].
A schematic of the design is presented in Fig. 12a. The
receiver is capable of simultaneously producing a hightemperature thermal output at temperatures of around
150∘ C from the energy absorbed during spectral splitting
together with approximately 7–8% electrical yield. Additionally the receiver produces low-grade thermal energy
(≈ 60∘ C), which can be used for domestic hot water. Experimental results [124] demonstrate measured system efficiencies above 50%, with a scope to exceed 75% with
design modifications that incorporate vacuum insulation
around the high-temperature thermal receiver. Practically
however, beam splitting receivers that utilize selective absorption heat transfer liquids to any degree are limited
in the temperature of the thermal output by the boiling
point of the fluid. Propylene glycol, identified as one of
the most appropriate liquid filters [52], has a boiling point
of approximately 187∘ C. Higher boiling point fluids, which
exhibit suitable spectral transmittance, are possible (e.g.,
glycerol), but they come with the penalty of considerably
higher viscosity, which results in greater parasitic losses
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Figure 12: High-temperature hybrid beam splitting PV-T receiver for linear solar concentrators developed by RMIT University. (a) Design
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Spectral modification is an alternative means of enhancing the conversion efficiency of solar energy systems
by modifying the spectral content to better match the converter/absorber. While this method offers great potential
for improving photovoltaic performance and remains a
very active field of research, further development in luminescent nanoparticles and suitable host materials is
needed to facilitate commercial implementation. Spectral
modification has also been shown as a cheap and effective
means of augmenting the production of biomass fuel. As
the field of biomass fuels continues to develop further opportunities to exploit spectral modification for photosynthetic applications will surely arise.
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